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5ACKGROUND

By letter dated July 27, 1954, from Congressman Edward J. Markey to Chairman
Nunzio J. Palladino (Attachment 1), the Comission was reouested to conduct an
investigation to detemine the propriety of Region II U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Co nission (NRC), actions concerning two issues related to the Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station (GGNS).

The first issue concerns Region II actions with respect to sharing infomation
with the licensee, Mississippi Power and Light (MP&L), in August 1983 and at a
September 23, 1983, meeting that discrepancies in the cualification cards for
reactor operators at GGNS were being const ued by NRC as possible Material.

False Staterents (MFS). Congressman Markey noted in his letter that subse- '

quent to these disclosures by Region II, GGNS was pemitted to return to power
en September 25,,1983, prior to requesting an investigation by the Office of
Investigations (01) or otherwise resolving the matter concerning the quali-
fication cards. He also contends in his letter that the disclosure by Re-
gion II at the September 23, 1983, meeting caused an MP&L official to subse- ,

quently refuse to provide a letter to NRC which addressed the discrepancies in
the cualification cards and was intended to be submitted to NRC at that time.

The second issue concerns the " course of eventis by which MP&L was allowed to
restart Grand Gulf on September 25, 1983 and operate through November 8,
1953." The letter states, "However, by August 1983, and certainly no later
than September 23-30, 1983, Region II was aware of the erroneous operator
training records and had reason to suspect the competence of Grand Gulf's
reactor operators." Congressman Markey expressed concern about "how Region II
officials could have, in good conscience and in compliance with the Commission
regulations and the law, allowed Grand Gulf to operate subsequent to determin-
ing that the adequacy of operator training was at best unknown, and quite
possibly, inadequate."

On July 30, 1984, the Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA) was delegated the
respersibility of conducting an investigation of this natter. An interim
response was forwarded to Congressman Markey by OIA on August 7,1984, and the
investigation began on August 15, 1954

,

''
SUM. VARY ,-.

ISSUE 1: "[DJid Recion II officials unnecessarily and/or inaporocriately
snare infomation with the licensee?"-

.

Jares P. McGaughy, Vice President, Nuclear Support, MP&L, when interviewed,
said that during an August 19, 1983, meeting which, in part, concerned missing
documentation on ra ctor rator cualification cards , he was advised
by then Reactor Projects
Branch (RPB), Division of eactor rojects egion II, that the defi -,

ciencies with the qualification cards were considered a deviation by NRC.
M further advised him that MP&L should follow up on the deviation with a
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letter indica;,ing what actions MP&L would take to. correct the deficiencies.
Douclas L. Hunt, MP&L, subsecuently drafted the letter re:;uested bFZ J-

.
-

On September 23, 1953, he (McGauchy) and Hunt met with Region 11 officials in
Atlanta, Georgia. He does not recall what that neeting concerned, but said
that af ter the neeting adjourned he advisedL;@ that he had a draf t letter
addressing the deficiencies with the qualification cards for reactor operators
at GGNS which Recion 11 had identified as a deviation to him durino the
August 19, 1953,'meetino, g told him that he was glad that he brought
that issue to his attention oecause the matter was currently being discussed
in Recion 11. m m then took the letter from him and he believed that

M took the letter to James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator, Region
11, to discuss it with him. 'M returned shortly thereafter and advised
him that Region II had originally considered the matter concerning defici-
encies in qualification cards a deviation, but Region II was now considerine
the matter in the sense that MP&L provided incorrect information to NRC. Iri
his (McGaugby's) mind, he knew that this meant the possibility of an MPS on
the part of MP&L.- further advised him, with words to the effect, that

-

MP&L should review their etter carefully and make sure it was on point
..

*

because NRC was taking a closer look at this matter.@ also told him
that the August 19, .1C53,; discussions between MP&L anc negion 11 relative to
the discrepancies in the' qualification cards being a deviation may not have
been correct.

.

McGaugby said that the letter which he brought to the September 23, 1953,
meeting was a draf t letter and MP&L had not intended to submit the letter to
NRC at that time. The purpose for bringing the letter was to discuss with
Regien 11 officials whether or not the letter would have been a satisfactory
respense to NRC concerning the discrepancies with the reactor operator
qualification cards. He noted that the letter was not submitted to NRC onSeptember 23, 1983.

Regarding any changes to the draft letter, McGaugby said that at the time of
the September 23, 1953, neeting, it had not been reviewed by his imediate
supervisor or the MP&L lecal staff. He recalled that the draft letter listed
the names of the individual operators involved with the cualification cards
issue and MP&L did not want to unnecessarily place the names of the Reactor
Operators (RO) in the public domain. He indicated that for those reasons the
draft letter was revised and a final letter was issued on September 30, 1983
(Attachment 2).

Jack B. Richard.. Senior Vice President, Nuclear, MP&L, when interviewed said
that he did not recall attending a meeting on September 23,.1983, between MP&L
and Region II officials nor did die recall any discussions with his staff
relative to an MP&L letter to the flRC concerning discrepancies in the quali-
fication cards for R0s at GGNS (Attachment 3).-

,

'
~ '

David M. Verre11t, Chief, Reactor Projects Branch #1, DRP, Region II, upon
,

interview said that he generally recalls that the September 23, 1983, meeting 1

between Region 11 and MP&L officials concerned Agastat Relays at GGNS.
Verre111 did not recall the events imediately following that neeting which

.

l
I

related to an alleged intended submittal of an MP&L letter to NRC concernino
deficiencies in the Reactor Operator Training Program (ROTP) at GGNS .

(Attachment 4).
,

1
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Office of Investigations (01), Atlanta Field '

,

... ce, m., wnen interv ewed said that if, on September 23, ISS3,-Region II |

had entertained any ideas or discussions of referring the matter of false RO
and Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) license a'pplications or an MFS regarding
training matters at GGNS to 01 for en investigation, there should have been no
further discussion with MP&L about the possible MFS from that point forward
unless there were health and safety concerns involved. He indicated that, to
his knowledge, there were no such concerns involved with this matter at that.

time. He believed that Region II conducted themselves in this matter, as has
been the practice of NRC'in general, meaning there is a continual exchange of
information towards the end of health and safety. He also believed this
practice resulted in an element of preparedness on the part of certain MP&L
officials whom he interviewed. In his opininn, this preparedness was caused'
by the discussions between Region II and MP&L about the possibility that the

'

issue cf the discrepancies with the applications for RO and SRO exams at GGNS
was an MFS. He explained that by preparedness he meant that he perceived.

certain MP&L officials (Ken McCoy, Douglas Hunt, Jim McGaugby) had answers'

,

already prepared to his questions regarding MP&L management's responsibility,
oversight, and infseneral, involvement in the overall R0 and SRO license
application process. ,His' questions specifically regarded their
responsibilities to pr' v'ide correct infort.ation to NRC in the applications.o
It was his perception th'at the objective of the 01 investigation was made
known prematurely to MP&L and from that point of view, there was a compromise
of the investigation. He did not believe that there was ill conceived motives
or intent on the part of Region II in advising MP&L of the possibility that
MP&L's actions in this matter were possibly an MFS.. -

He said that his stated views characterizing Region II's actions in this
matter as not in the best interest of the OI investigation effort had not
previously been made known. He also said that, in general, the problem~

regarding discourse between Regional staff and the licensee is not unique to
the GGNS matter, but is also apparent in other 01 investigative efforts
(Attachment 5).

Albert F. Gibson, Chief, Operations Branch (03), Division of Reactor Safety
(DF.5), Region II, when interviewed, said that it was not unusual for MP&L to
review draft MP&L letters with Region II at meetings'. He said the purpose for
reviewing the draft letters was an effort on the licensee's part to be more
responsive to NRC. He noted that it was not a method of doing business that
Region 11 encourages, however, MP&L routinely practices business with Region
II in this manner ( Attachment 6).

u..

wnen t rv e e , an
afterthought to the September 2,3, 1983, meeting between MP&L and Region !!,.

McGaughy mentioned that he had a letter that had been prepared for submittal
to Region II concerning MP&L's correction of the record regarding qualifica-
tion cards for R0s and SR0s at GGNS. Region II officials then advised
McGaugby that the issue of the operator qualification cards was currently
being discussed in Region II and that it was now being considered an MFS as |

opposed to a deviation as it had been described by Region II at an August 19, '

1983, meeting with MP&L. According to M McGaughy said "*b view of

Verre1Ti, and Richard Lewis, Director, DRP)gion II (primarily
the sienificance that was being noted by Re

on the issue concerning the
1
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qualification carh he wanted, to be absolutely certain'that the infomation
that had been provide.d to him by his staff was correct. E said that
McGaughy removed the letter from his briefcase to demonstrate the fact of its
existence and put the letter back into his briefcase. Region II officials

present agreed to McGaughy's proposal and indicated that it was a coed idea in
consideration of the sericusness of the matter. To the best of g
recollection, Region 11 personm1 . resent did net read the letter nor cid they
make such a request from MP&L. also said that MP&L representatives did-
not offer or refuse Region II the opportunity to read the letter. He recalled
that later in a hallway, McGaughy advised him that he (McGaugby) believed MF&L
had been " sand bagged" by NRC about the seriousness of the qualification cards
issue because previous discussions between MP&L and NRC had not represented
this ratter as a potential MFS (Attachment 7).

James P. O'Reilly, when interviewed, said that it is comen practice for
Region II, when conducting management or enforcement meetings with licensee
r.anagement, to remind the licensee of NRC's insistence that the infomatien

.

submitted to NRC must be accurate and factual. He also said that the
enforcement policy regarding MFS is routinely discussed during enforcement
meetings and at other schedule,d meetings with corporate level personnel.

He noted that NRC inspection activities and the presentation of inspection
findings are conducted in an open, candid, and straight forward manner. He

said that it is not appropriate for NRC to use entrapment or stealth to trick
the licensee into making additional MFS or to allow the licensee to continue i

'

in unsatisfactory performance in safety-related activities merely for the sake
of enhancino a potential future enforcement action. He said that the primary -

purpose of Regi,on 11 attiens was to identify potential safety problems and
remedy them as soon as possible. He noted that it is appropriate to be candid
with the licensee in that regard. O'Reilly also said that it was important, to
recognize that when Region II was discussing this matter with MF&L in late
1983, that it was censidered to be an old issue. He said that the reactor
operator examination requests containing inaccurate training infomation were
submitted to NRC beginning in 1981 and were part of HRC's official records.

He said that during the September 23, 1983, meeting, Region II management
officials infomed licensee management that the training records issue would
not be cited as a de'viation from co m.itments. He noted that during a previous
exit interview, Region II had described the training records issue as a de-
viation, however, at the September 23, 1983, neeting, the licensee was advised
by Region 11 that the infomation would be evaluated to detemine if the
incorrect applications constituted an MFS. He said that Region II officials
advised the licensee to devote prompt management attention to their detailed
investigation of the problems concerning their training comitments made to
NRC. .

.

0'Reilly said that during the meeting the MP&L Vice President (McGaughy) said
'

he had a document with him which had been prepared for submittal to NRC.
According to O'Reilly, the document was intended to correct the record on the
qualification card issue, but in consideration of the significance placed on
the matter by NRC, McGaughy wanted to be certain the infomation provided to
him by his staff was correct. .,

,
.

.

|

l
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0'Reilly did%et recall any discussins with M or any other Region 11
staff en September 23, 1953, concerning the letter which McGaughy brcught to
the meeting thtt day (Attachment 8).

ISSUE 2: "[D]id Recion II officials authorize a return to coerations, end/or
allow co'ntinuec operation, suosecuent to learninc inat :ne cualiiitattens of 1

Grene Guif reactor coeratcrs were probably f alsifiec and the coeraters octen-
taally uncuallfleo?"

6 when interviewed, said that with respect to the discrep-
ancies in nuir end the related course cf events which led to the restart of
GGNS on September 25, 1983, the magnitude of the problems regarding the
training progressed over a period of time. Initially, Region 11 believed that
the deficiencies were a matter of missing documentation resulting from poor
file maintenance by MP&L. As tine progressed from Reginn II's initial train-
ing assessment in February 1983 of R0 and SRO training at GGNS, to a second
training assessment conducted in November 1983, the problems with the training,.

pregram expanded to include not only missing documentation, but also indica-
tions that some of the R0s may not have had all of the required training as
described by MP&L in the RO exam applications.

During the initial' t eining assessment on February 15-17, 1983, Region 11
first became aware that all of the supporting records for the previous
licensed operator training could not be located. MP&L advised Region 11 that
they were aware of the missing documentation and showed Region 11 a number of
Plant Quality Deficiency Reports (PQDR) which documented the problem. MP&L
cc nitted to RegionJII at that time that they would resolve this problem by
Februa ry 23, 1983. Region 11 gave credence to the licensee's explanation
because the records in question were in a state of disarray. Because MP&L had
identified the problem in the PQDR and also comnitted to resolve the discrep-
ancies, Region II considered the matter to be an unresolved inspection item
pending a fu be review of the licensee's actions in a follow up NRC
inspection. said he was aware of subsecuent discussions within
Regicn II that exp ored the possibility that MP&L made an MFS with respect to
the discrepancies in the operator training. However, it could not be
concluded from the discussions that MP&L made an MFS.

' M said the discrepancies with the training records were next reviewed by
Region II during an Operational Readiness Inspection from August 15 through
September 1, 1923. He noted that with respect to a six month delay in follow-
ing up on this matter, the safety significance of the discrepancies was
negligible in that the reactor was in a state of cold shutdown since
August 18, 1982, and was not expected to restart for approximately six to nine
months. Additionally, Region |11's workload included activities associated
with other reactors that were operational and required more attention. During

,

the inspection, Region 11 f.ound that the purported missing training records-

could not be located and that some of the training had been abbreviated. He-

recalled that the focus of the inspection was then on incomplete R0 qualifica-
tion cards because of the discrepancies in them concerning previous applica-
tions to NR for operator licensing examinations. At the close of the
inspection advised MP&L that the discrepancies were considered to be a
deviation by Region II and also that this matter could be considered by NRC as
an MFS on the part of MP&L. Region II officials advised the licensee that
they must devote prompt management attention (investigate) to detennine the
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ndcauseofthediscrepancieswith'Ehec::calificationcardsasnature, scope,
yell as any other training deficiencies concerning licensed operators at GGNS.

'

g said that as a result of the inspection findings MP&L comitted to NRC
inat they would correct the record by way of a femal letter to NRC. During
the ensuing weeks, Region II discussed the inspection findings and %
possibility that the licensee had ce=nitted an MFS in this matter,
nnted that there 'was some discussion whether ur not this matter should be
referred to 0I for a femal investigation.

On September 23,.1983, MP&L and Region II officials met to discuss Agastat
Relays at GGNS. As an afterthought to the meeting, McGaughy advised those
present that he had an MP&L letter regarding the discrepancies in operator15, 1983,training that had been iden+ified by Region II during the August
followup inspection. said that Region II officials advised him at that
time that Region II was now considering the discrepancies in the Licensed
Operator Training Program (LOTP) to be an MFS rather than a deviation as they
had previously thought. ,

On October 4,1983, MP&L and Region II officials again met to discuss issues
concerning GGNS. At the conclusion of the meeting, the licensee updated NRC
about the progress in their investigation of the deficiencies with LOTP. MP&L

told Region II officials that in addition to inenmplete qualification cards,
it was possible that some of the R0s had not received som * e training

because some'df the training records cculd not be found. recalled that
the licensee was advised of Region II's increasing concern regarding this

.-problem. , ,

12, 1983, meeting between MP&L and NRC at theg said.that at an October
negion II offices, 01 representatives were in attendance because of the
' expanding scope of the training discrepancies and Region II's heightened
concern in that regard. He said that the licensee was infomed at the meeting
that Region II had,, during the previous week, discussed with OI the

He notedpessibility of requesting a femal 01 investigation of this matter.
that on the day following this meeting, Region II management met end decided
to request a femal OI investigation. He also recalled that on October 17
IgS3, Region II verbally requested 01 to begin an investigation of this matter
and on October 18,19E3, this request was confimed by a femal letter.

Acenrding to W , from October 31 through November 4, 1983, Region II con-
ducted another training assessment of R0s and SR0s. He said that the purpose
of the assessment was to detemine what corrective measures by MP&L had been
taken to preclude future errors in the licensed RO and SRO applications and to
verify that all previo'us licensed operators possessed suffic'ient knowledge to
safely operate the reactor. Three licensed operators who exhibited inadequate

November 4,1983, following, removed from their respective duties onthe exit interview between MP&L and Region II.Heknowledge of the plant were.

-

said that MP&L subsequently documented these actions (removal of the operators
-

from their respective duties) in a November 10, 1983, letter to NRC. He noted
that because low power testing had almost been completed, and based on Region
II's observatiers of the licensed operators at the plant, GGNS was pemitted
to operate until November 8,1983, when the plant was taken to a cold shutdown

He noted that on November 7,1983, fomer Comissioner -

condition.
Victor Gilinsky visited GGNS and was briefed by James P. O'Reilly, Lewis', and
himself concerning the discrepancies in ROTP and the fact that some of the R0s
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had been removed from their duties, re, called that Gilinsky expressed |
his concurrence with, Region II's actions regarding ROTP.

E said that although cold shutdown of GGNS was effected by NRC through a
verbal agreement with MP&L on November 4,1983, stipulating that MP&L would be
allowed to operate at five percent power or less for two more days (this
actually proved to be four days) in order to complete low power testing, the
December 5,1983, Confimation of Action (C0A) letter did not state that GGNS
should not operate. The COA letter also confimed comitments nade by MP&L in
November 14 and 18, 1983, meetings with NRC that a recertification of ROTP
would be done in addition to other comitments made. He noted that issuance
of the letter was delayed until December 5, 1983, because Region II staff
resources were involved with other activities concerning GGNS (Attachment 7).

Janes P. O'Reilly, when interviewed, proffered the facts as stated in his
~ August 29, 1984, proposed response to this issue. Generally, he said the |
decision to allow GGNS to operate between September 25 and November 8, 1983,

.

was based upon careful consideration of many factors which included continuing
evaluations of plant and operator performance as observed during both routine
and special inspect ~ ions. Although deficiencies in the management of the
training program at GGNS were identified by Region II inspection activities,
the overall competence of the Grand Gulf operators was found to be acceptable..
In support of these conclusions, he offered the following discussion of the -

chronology of significant events concerning operator licensing and related
inspection / evaluatinn activities at GGNS. He said that from October 1981
through January 1982 NRC gave cold licensing examinations to 30 operators at
GGNS. Of the 30, 16 passed their examinations and were licensed. He noted
that the passing rate was lower than normal for initial examinations. How-
ever, the operators who did pass the examination were qualified to perform
license duties. He noted that in December 1982, Region II assuned operator
licensing authority for Region 11 facilities, which included GGNS, from the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR), Headquarters.

In February 1983, Region II conducted a special training assessment / inspection
at GGNS. During this assessnent, Recion II became aware of potential training
problems that were related to records for previous operator training which
could not be located. The licensee advised NRC that they were aware of this
deficiency and showed Region II inspectors several PQDR documenting this fact.
The PODR indicated that the problems concerned missing or misplaced records.
O'Reilly said that the licensee comitted to resolve these problems by
February 23, 1983. .R,egion II gave credence to the licensee's explanation
because the records were not readily retrievable. He noted that because the
licensee had identified -the problems and comitted to Region !! that they
would take proper corrective actiert, the problems with the records were
considered a deviation by Region II which was reported as an unresolved

' inspection item. -

.

He said that between May 1982 and September 1983, operator license examina-'

tions were given by NRC to candidates for operator licenses at GGNS. Twenty
six of 39 candidates passed the examinations or reexaminations. Additionally,
in July and August 1983, Region 11 conducted a requalification program audit
at GGNS in accordance with examiner standard ES-601. Six of the seven opera-
tors examined by HRC during this audit passed the examination and the licensee

( requalification program was found to 5e acceptable.
!

I

|
.
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From August 15; th, rough September 1,1983, Region II cenducted an operational
readiness inspection of GGNS to confim the overall readiness of the staff to'

resure operation following the one year maintenance outage. During this i

inspection, the matter concerning the missing or misplaced records for
licensed operators was followed up by the Region II inspectors. The inspec- ,

!

tors found that operator Qualification cards had not been completed as had.

'

been indicated on operator license applications made to NRC. He noted that.
completion of these cards is not a reculatcry requirerent, however, MP&L made

|

|
a ec r:itment in their Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) to use the quali-
fication cards and, therefore, MP&L was required to do 50. He said that the

; '

j licensee also advised the inspectors that apparently seme of the training
courses for cperators had been abbreviated. For example, an operator was
required to ccmplete a five day course and only received four ard one halfi

I days of training. The Region II inspectors told the licensee that the failure
to complete the training could be cited as a deviation and that the overstate-1

I rsent of completed operator training on individual license applications could
i be considered an MFS. ,

t

j According to O'Reilly, during a September 23, 1983, meeting between Region II
and MP&L officials, Region.II advised the licensee that the problems concern- !

ing the. training records we're no lancer considered a deviation as they had
.

i

j been previously described. Region II further advised the licensee that the
problem would t e evaluated to determine if it was an MFS on the part of MP&L. i

t I
4

O'Reilly said the licensee was told to promptly address the matter and to
complete their irivestigation regarding the problems with LOTP. O'Reilly noted.

that these prcblems with the training records.were considered at -that time by.

,

- Region II as historic in nature because they related to activities that had
, r

| occurred over a year earlier. He believed that the results of NRC license
examinations at GGNS and Region II's onsite observations provided assurance
+ hat the-licensed operators were qualified to perfom their duties.

l On October 4,1983, Region 11 met with the licensee and at that time Region II
received an update of the licensee's progress concerning their investigation
cf the operator training records. The licensee advised Region II for the ',

;

|
first time that, in addition to incomplete qualification cards and abbreviated

i training courses, some operator training may not have been conducted. As a
followup concerning MP&L's investigation of the operator training records,'

Region II again met with the licensee on October 12, 1983. He noted that two'

OI representatives were present at that meeting at the request of Region II.
Subsequent to the meeting, Region 11 requested a femal investigatinn of this

i

! catter by 01. ,, -

A second training ass'essment/ inspection at GGNS was conducted by Region II
from October 31, through November 4,1983. O'Reilly said that the purpose of !

| the inspection was to detemine if adequate corrective actions were being ,

|
-

taken by the licensee concerning problems with the operator training. In'

i
~

addition, Region II wanted to again evaluate the adequacy of the licensed
+

|
i operators' knowledge. As a result of this assessment, four individuals were

removed from their respective duties on November 4,1983. The removal of i

| these individuals from their duties was agreed upon by Region !! and MP&L i
!

| during the exit conference and these actions were confimed by MP&L in a ,
i November 10, 1983, letter to Region II. ;-

i
>

i
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Hesaidthat5asedontheresultsofRegionII'seiaminaticnsandevaluations
concerning GGNS and en Region II's continuing observation of satisfactory
perfomance in the control room, suspension or revocation of operator licenses
was not warranted. However, because of the' serious questions that still
existed concerning the licensee's training records Region II believed that
additional actions to certify the knowledge level and training of all opere-
tors was required. Region II's concerns in this regard were pursued in
November 11 and 18, 1983, meetings with the licensee. As the result of these
meetings, MP&L comitted to an extensive recertif.ication program for licensed
operators. This program began in November 1983 and was completed in
February 1984 He noted that the December 5,1983, COA letter confimed the
licensee's comitments concerning recertification and other issues. Subse-
quent to the licensee's recertification program, NRC has reexamined the 26
licensed operators who completed this program. He noted that 23 of those
operators successfully passed the NRC exemination ( Attachment 8). -

John Michael Puckett, Director, Enforcement and Investigative Coordination'
-

Staff, Region II, when interviewed, said that following the February 15 -

through 17, 1983, training assessnent by Region II of LOTP, there was an early
to mid-March meeting held at Region II to discuss findings of the assessment
as they related to'any possible enforcement actions in the matter. During the
meeting, the issue o.f a possible MFS made by MP&L in connection with the
discrepancies in LOTP was discussed. At that time it was resolved that there
was not enough infomation available to make a detemination about the
possible MFS. He said that the discrepancies were considered to be an unre-
solved inspection item pending further review by NRC. .

,

;

A followup. inspection at GGNS was conducted by Region II from August 15
through September 1, 1983. The findings of that inspection indicated that the
discrepancies in~the records for ROTP may have been nore than just a paper
problem in that some of the operators may not have received all of the train-
ing which MP&L had comitted to in their FSAR. Puckett recalled that from the
end of August through September 20, 1983, there were a number of discussions
and infomation gathering efforts by Region II to detemine the extent of the
problems with LOTP. Region !! concluded from those efforts and discussions
that the problems with LOTP were greater than first believed.

He said that on September 20, 1983, an enforcement panel convened in Region 11
to evaluate the available infomation concerning ROTP at GGNS for the purposes
of making a detemination as to what enforcement action Region 11 should
pursue. The panti resulted in a deadlock concerning what enforcement action
was appropriate. The panel also detemined that MP&L hed comitted an MFS in
this matter, but could not reach any conclusions with respect to wi11 fulness
because there was not er.ough infomation available at that time. Puckett
recalled that because the enforcement panel was deadlocked, the decision was

,

elevated that day to the Regional Administrator who detemined that the.

licensee would be cited with a Severity Level !!! violation. He said that
,

O'Reilly also made a detemination at that time, that because the issue of
wi11 fulness could not be resolved, the matter was going to be referred to 01.

Puckett said that with respect to revocation or suspension of operator
licenses, there must be cause, and at that tine such action could not be
justified. He noted that Region 11 knew that the licensed operators at GGNS
had been licensed through an NRC examination, even though they may not have

- _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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ctcpletedalloi'theirtraining. He also said that GGNS was operating at no
more than five perpent power and, fer that reascn, health and safety censid-
erations were minimal.

_

He noted that in early to mid-September 1953, he had exploratory discussions
with the Regicnal Administrator concerning suspension or revetation of cpera-
ter licenses at GGNS. At that time the infomation relating to the training
deficiencies in ROTP was insufficient to justify suspension or revocation of
the cperator licenses. He noted that such discussions between he and O'Reilly
are net unco ton and that from an enforcement perspective, he attempts to
generate disccurse betkeen them by describing the most severe case scenerio
pcssible.

He said that from Octcber 31 through November 4,1983, Region 11 conducted a
setend training assessment of LOTP at GGNS. The infomation develcped by this
assessment indicated that a recertification by MP&L of LOTP was needed.
During the assessnent, the majority of the operators were found competent and,'

as he previcusly noted, had already been licensed by HRC. Therefore, a suspen- .

sion or revocation of their licenses was not warranted on the basis of dis-
crepancies in their training program. ,

'

Moreever, the magnitude.of the problems associated with the operator training
at GGN5 became known to Region II over an extended period of time and discrete
events did net. occur enabling Region 11 to take actions based solely on one
event or circumstance (Attachment 9).

Albert Fi Gibson, when interviewed, said that he would have been'the indi-
vidual to provide input at the Regional level with respect to the competence
cf licensed 'cperators at GGNS. Concerning the September 25, 1983, restart of
GGNS, he does not recall being specifically asked about the competence of the
licensed operators, however, he was aware that low power testing was going to
start on that date and would have spoken up if he believed the operators were
not co petent to operate the plant. In his assessment of the discrepancies in
ROTP, most of the evidence indicated that the problem was mismanagement on the
part cf MP&L as opposed to incompetence of the licensed operators.

He said that with respect to the deficiencies in ROTP at GGNS, October 4,
1953, was the first date when he came to the realization that the problems
were more than just paper problems. He recalled that on that date MP&L met
with Region II officials to brief them on MP&L's in:;uiry into the training

ditionsdeficiencies. Based on the informetion the licer aa vidad n
II had developed, he andinfer ation at 9e e

, OB, DRS.. discussed suspension anc/or revocation of
operator licenses at GGNS. They' concluded that there was no strong evidence
to incicate operator incompetence and in consideration of the fact that there

.' was fuel in the reactor, it was prudent not to suspend or revoke operator
licenses (Attachment 6).

OLS, OS, DRS, when interviewed, said that
he was a member of the February 15 through 17, 1983, training assessment team
at GGNS. His cbservations as a member of that team were that the problems
identified with the qualification cards for R0s and SR0s were not as signjfi- !

cent as the fact that MP&L was not effectively accomplishing a requalification |

program for licensed operators at GGNS. He considered this serious because in ,

1
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scce cases it had been a year since the operators had received their initial
NRC license exams and the operators had very limited experience _in operating
GGNS in other than a cold shutdown condition. However, he noted that the
10 CFR requirement allows one year to accomplish the recualification trainino,
and at that point in time, the year had not yet expired since the issuance of
the plant's operating license. He further explained that the requirement
stipulates that a recualification program be instituted within three months of
the issuance of the plant operating license which, in this instance, had beer.
issued in approximately June 1982. Therefore, the operating staff still _ had
time to complete the requirements of 10 CFR.

Subsequent to the August 15, through September 1,1953, operational readiness
inspection at GGNS, he participated in discussions within Region II concerning
the readiness of GGNS licensed personnel to perform their duties. He noted the
discussions were held in consideration of the anticipated startup of GGNS on
September 25, 1983. During those discussions, he expressed concerns that
perhaps licensed operators at GGNS were not ready. He pointed out that at-

that time he just did not know and was speculating that more verification by
.Regicn 11 of the requalification training should be conducted. He noted that
he was not implying that the licensed operators were not ready to perfom. He
also noted that any further verification by Region II would have been beyond
the July through August 1983 requalification exams administered at GGNS by NRC
which exceeded the minimum requirement of ES-601 (Attachment 10).

..

N when interviewed, said that on December 17, 1982, Region 11
assumed responsibility for operator licensing activities at GGNS. This
responsibility was delegated by way of a letter from Harold R. Denton,
Director, N.RR, to O'Reilly. Initially, NRR received the GGNS RO and SRO
license applications and reviewed them to see if they had been submitted in
accordance with 10 CFR 55.10. That review is only to verify that the applica-
tiens contain the infomation required. When he received the GGNS license
applications from NRR, he had no reason to review them because they had
already been reviewed by NRR. He said that even if the applications had been
reviewed by him, there would have been no way to detect the problems that
eventually were revealed with the applications during Region II's training
assessment at GGNS.

.He recalled that the February training assessment at GGNS identified one
deviation and one violation as listed in Inspection Report 50-416/83-06, dated
Marct '9, 1983. The deficiencies with the qualification cards that were

identif'.ed in tha,t inspection were not significant in compariton with the
Specifically, the NotGce of Violation

\ other findings.of. the assessment team.and the problem identified concerning the requalification for R0s and SR0s at
GGNS were more significant. He said that it was important to maintain the
competence of operators who were already licensed because they had not been-

.' able to operate GGNS and demonstrate the skills and knowledge factors for.

which they had been trained and examined. He noted this was due to the cold
shutdown state of the reactor.

1

He said that subsequent to the Region 11 followup inspection from August 15,
through September 1,1983, he was made aware of the fact that some of the GGNS
licensed operators may not have completed all of the required training. ' Based
on that infomation, he did not see the need to suspend, revoke, or modify the
operator licenses of those individuals involved because (1) the status of the
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plant was less than five percent power, (2) the extent "of the problem was4

inconclusive, and (3) he did not know if it was an actual failure to complete
the training or a documentation problem. Between the August 15, 1983,
followup inspection and the September 25, 1983, start up of GGNS, he does not

i
recall anyone from Region II asking him to review or verify the competence of
the operators es a result of the infomation learned about the apparent

,

training deficiencies.

|
He said that from October 31, through November 4,1983, .there was a second
training assessment conducted of LOTP at GGNS. As a result of that assess-4

! ment, there were two major findings. They were (1) deficiencies in the
j knowledge level of some operators in areas that had been signed off by MP&L on

their qualification cards and (2) qualification cards for four SRO candidates!

had been completed in a highly unsatisfactory manner. He noted that this was
I the first time he personally had conclusive evidence that there were serious

discrepancies in the manner in which the qualification cards had been com-
pleted.

,

| He recalled discussions'with Gibson concerning possible action against the
j operator licenses at GGNS because of the problems identified with the quali-
4 fication cards. However, he did not recall when these discussions took place..

As a result of those discussions, there were several meetings with MP&L during
November 1983. He said that at a November 18, 1983, meeting between MP&L and

4
!

Region 11 officiaJs,.the licensee comitted to a. total recertification progran4

for all licensed personnel at.GGNS (Attachment 11).

Don H. Beckham, Chief, Operator Licensing Branch, Division of Human'Facters
i Safety, NRR, when interviewed, said that on November 18, 1983, he attended a

rneeting between MP&L and Region 11 officials to discuss a recertification of
ROTP at GGNS. The recertification was deemed necessary by NRC as a result of'
the training assessment conducted from October 31 through November 4, 1983, by<

i Region II. Coincidental with the meeting he participated in discussions of
: whether or not operator l' censes at GGNS should be revoked or suspended. He

said .that NRC believed that MP&L was not being totally above board regarding'

the discrepancies in ROTP. However, there was nothing to substantiate that
individual operators had comitted actions which warranted revocation or

i suspension of their licenses. Rather, it appeared that MP&L management was at
j fault for not properly administering ROTP. He said NRC also believed that

although the R0s had not received all the training required, they had been ;

previously examined and licensed by NRC and were believed to be competent
3

(Attachrent12).'
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1. Letter dated July 27, 1954, from Congressman Edward J. Markey to Chairman |
Nun:io J. Palladino.

2. Report of Interview, dated August 17, 1984 - James P. McGaughy.

3. Report of Interview, dated August 17, 1984 - Jack E. Richard.

4 Report cf Interview, dated September 24, 1984 - David M. Verre111.
' '

5. Report of Interview, dated September 14, 1984 -

6.. Report of Interview, dated September 13, 1984 - Albert F. Gibson.

7. Report of Interviev., dated August 15 and 16,1984 -6~

S. Report of Intervie , dated September 13 and October 11, 1984 - James P. -

O'Reilly. ~'

9. Report cf Interview, dated September 14, 1984 - John Michael ,Puckett.
,

10. Report of. Interview, dated September 13,1984 -M
i

11. Rep:rt of Interview, dated September 12, 1984 -

12. Report of Interview, dated September 25, 1984 - Den H. Beckham.
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